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BLOOM MINERALS
Visibly increases weight and size.
Abundantly rich in pure, rapidly absorbable phosphorus and potassium 
minerals, this solution instantly produces visible increases in size, weight 
and quality, by enriching plants with the energy they need to thrive.

COMPROMISE IS NOT  
ACCEPTABLE AND I ONLY  
INVEST IN THE BEST FOR  
MY PLANTS.
- Cobus Visser
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FORMULA

PERFORMANCE

Rapidly increase bloom size, weight and quality.

A safter way to bigger yields.

Reiziger Bloom Minerals push your plants into generating an additional flowering phase, delivering quick harvest 
increases of up to 35% in bloom size, weight and quality. You’ll instantly notice a visible difference and the formula  
can be used in every cultivation system in combination with every kind of feeding. 

This formula will delight even the most experienced craftsmen, as it essentially unlocks a new flower layer bursting  
with increased biomass that directly transform to increased potency and heavier harvests.

This solution instantly produces visible increases in size, weight and quality, by enriching plants with the energy they 
need to thrive.

01 |  Acts fast to promote up to 35% in bloom size,  
weight and quality.

02 |  Unlocks a new flower layer bursting with  
sweetness and flavour.

03 |  Proprietary minerals for aggressive flowering,  
bud set and formation.

04 |  Safe for all strains and won’t burn plants when  
used as directed.

05 |  Ideal for late applications to high metabolism, 
budding plants.

TECHNOLOGY
Unique phosphorus and potassium help deliver fuller flowers  
and fruits.  
Fully water soluble and clean, phosphorus and potassium help strengthen your plant’s immune system while increasing 
crop yield and flower quality. A special production process combines the unique phosphorus and potassium in very 
high concentrations that are instantly absorbed and distributed by the plant for rapid and effective results.

Grow trials demonstrate that this unique blend considerably improves the accessibility of soluble phosphate for the 
crop and that boosts root development, branching, flowering and guarantees peak fruit set.
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